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ISI Activity
Buying

Historical Average: 17.4%

Last month: 3.9%

The activity represents the index components such
that “buying”- “selling” will net to the ISI. Dotted lines

62.4%

represent the historical average for each component.
Neutral

Historical Average: 65.8%

Last month: -6.1%
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Selling

Historical Average: 16.8%

Last month: 2.2%
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Key Observations

The 2.9 December ISI follows a positive November read which

Selling activity remains consistent with historical averages.

solidifies a trend towards "risk-on" sentiment after 7 months of
bearish reads.

December activity is unseasonably low as many investors
rebalance and tax-loss harvest portfolios during this time.

Driving the positive read was more than a 4 point increase in
buying activity which registered at 20.2 this month.

While the ISI and U.S. equities are generally negatively
correlated, we see U.S. equities rally in December coupled 

with a positive ISI read.

The Addepar Investor Sentiment Index is a transactions-based index of high- and ultra-high-net-worth (U/HNW) investor sentiment derived from U.S. equity transactions captured on the Addepar platform. We
define U/HNW as portfolios valued at more $10 million in total assets. For more information, contact us at investor-sentiment@addepar.com.



This report is prepared by and proprietary to Addepar. The Index is being circulated for informational and educational purposes only. Recipients should review their own investment needs and objectives before
making any investment decisions. The information contained herein may not be copied or distributed; and is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Addepar nor its content providers are
responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information.

